
3:1 For, see, the Master, vuvh tzevaoth, He takes away from Yahrushalayim 
and from Yahudah the stock and the store-its support, the whole supply of 
lechem, and the whole supply of mayim, 2 The mighty man, and the man of 
war, the shophet/judge, and the navi, and the diviner, and the elder, 3 The 
captain of fifty, and the honorable man, and the counselor, and the skilled 
craftsman, and the expert enchanter.  

When wickedness in society leads to financial subterfuge, debt slavery, internal 
collapse, and invasion from enemies. Judea and Jerusalem function as ciphers 
for YHWH’s end time people.  

V.1 YHWH Tzevot connotes His power and authority in implementing covenant 
curses. V.1 “Stock and store” speaks to peoples livelihood, social standing, 
communal structure what we call today “democracy.”  

YHWH commands us not to participate in a democracy/mob rule. I do not cast a 
vote with a mob …Exo 23:2 thou shalt not follow the multitude to do evil: 
neither shalt thou yield in judgment, to the opinion of the most part, to 
stray from the truth. 

He takes away from Yahrushalayim and from Yahudah the stock and the 
store-its support,  As in Shem 21:19 If he rise again, and walk abroad upon 
his staff, then shall he that smote him be quit: only he shall pay for the loss 
of his time, and shall cause him to be thoroughly healed. Meaning, instead of 
man vs man striving against one another and one being struck, man has chosen 
to strive with YHWH and YHWH has struck Judah and Jerusalem, removed their 
staff of support, His protection and comfort - the result - they will become the 
opposite of healed - sick - a euphemism for exile.  

Ps. 23:4 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will 
fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me. 

4 And I will give children to be their rulers, and the immature shall rule over 
them. 5 And the people shall be oppressed, each one by another, and each 
one by his neighbor: the child shall behave himself proudly against the 
zachan/elder, and the am ha-aretz/people of the land against the honorable 
men.  

v4…and the immature shall rule over them. As in Deut 24:21When thou 
gatherest the grapes of thy vineyard, thou shalt not glean the unripe fruit 
left behind afterward: it shall be for the stranger, for the fatherless, and for 
the widow.  



What happens when a society is ruled by un-ripe fruit…it becomes sick in it’s 
bowels- the deepest parts. 
  

6 When a man shall take hold of his brother of the bayit of his abba, saying, 
You have clothing, be our ruler, and let this ruin be your responsibility: 7 In 
that day shall he swear, saying, I am not a healer; for in my bayit is neither 
lechem nor clothing: do not make me a ruler of the people.  

Instead of raising his hand and swearing allegiance to accept his oath of office, 
the person now raises his hand to disavow it. Interesting, by omitting the word 
“hand” Isaiah makes the persons renunciation of his office a parody of his former 
acceptance of it. Collapsed society is incapable of recovery.  

8 For Yahrushalayim is ruined, and Yahudah has fallen: because their 
tongue and their doings are against vuvh, to provoke the eyes of His 
tifereth/glory. 9 The look of their faces does witness against them; and they 
display their sin as Sedom, they do not hide it.  

The rainbow is the sign of a covenant between YHWH and the earth, a sign of 
his mercy and grace. When a people treat with contempt the sign and trumpet 
“pride” in the streets then we know we’re nearing the point where YHWH says: I 
will break the pride of your power; and I will make your heaven as iron, and 
your earth as brass. Lev 26:19… 

…Woe to their being! For they have brought evil on themselves.  

There are laws that are in place that remain whether you believe in them or not 
and this is where secular humanists fail to see the peril of their folly:    

Now the the law of gender is a real problem for the inhabitants of Sodom - you 
see there are two types of spiritual energy: masculine energy and feminine 
energy.  This law should inspire us to balance these two energies within us, when 
that is out of balance unsoundness of mind takes hold within.   

Having an overflow of one energy over the other is something that leads to 
absurdity within.  The balance (or the lack thereof) between the masculine and 
the feminine energy is a main deter-minant on whether we can become fully 
realized beings or not. 

Seven tools gain self mastery - becoming the prophet, the  upward soul 
you were created to be:    

https://individualogist.com/divine-masculine


1. Vibration: everything has a vibration (Think: vibe) to it. Whatever your 
vibration, frequency, or whatever you resonate with is what you’re going to 
draw into your life, your emotions around any part of life are your vibration in 
that area. If you’re dealing with heavier feelings, your vibration is heavier and 
lower. If you’re in a (genuine) place of higher emotions, your vibration is 
lighter and higher. 

2. Relativity: everything is relative. If you’re looking at a problem and hyper-
focusing on it, it can start seeming overwhelming and like that problem is 
everything in your life. See things relative to life and the world. Keep taking 
steps back until you can minimize just how big of a deal it seems maintaining 
perspective. 

3. Cause and Effect: the cause of all your problems, everything you’re dealing 
with, the cause of your life, is thought mixed with emotion - you empower 
yourself by balancing horse (emotion) and rider (your thinking). 

4. Polarity: (this natural law upsets the left-tards) Everything has an opposite. 
There are only two sides, two genders, You can’t have up without down, left 
without right, or masculine without feminine. And you can’t have a question 
without an answer. You can’t have a burning desire for something without a 
way to achieve it. 

5. Gestation: it takes time for something to come into form. things may move 
slowly, but they can move faster and faster as you progress in mastery. 

6. Rhythm: Everything has a rhythm to it. To ski successfully, you have to get in 
rhythm with the terrain - with the space you inhabit. In life and anything you’re 
working on, you’re in rhythm when you’re not rushing or doubting or being 
fearful; you’re riding the terrain and feeling things out and adjusting. (Have 
you ever been in a hurry, dropped the eggs because you tried to carry too 
much too fast…you would have been in more rhythm, save more time if you 
skipped along with less eggs and made more trips).   

7. Transmutation: the transmutation period is when things you are working on 
are going adrift or feeling uncomfortable. Feeling like you should give up, 
stop, or go back. But like a caterpillar becomes a messy glob of goo but 
becomes a butterfly by going through that transmutation, a transmutation 
period of feeling very messy and uncomfortable is natural in anything big 
you’re trying to do or change in your life. 

10 Say you to the tzadik that it shall be well with him: for they shall eat the 
fruit of their doings.  

Meaning, if a person merits a reward for a good deed, a mitzvah that reward in 
and of itself will “bear fruit” - compound interest of blessings.  



11 Woe to the wicked! There shall be evil with him: for the bribe of his 
hands shall be given to him. 12 My nation toys with its legal authorities, 
and women rule over it.  

Glimpse the antithesis of the last vs. 13 - 26 to seek the path of upward soul 
trajectory rather than the downward soul trajectory of the daughters of Zion.  


